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S-Units and S-Class Group in Algebraic Function Fields 
Ixt K/p be an algebraic number field. ‘The ring of integers K of K is the 
integral closure of Z (the rational integers) in K. K is a Dedekind domain. 
The structure of the units in R is given by the famous Dirichlet unit theorem. 
The structure of the class group is much more difficult to obtain and has been 
the subject of numerous investigations over the years. 
In this paper we shall be concerned with a class of Dedekind domains which 
are analogous to the ring of integers in an algebraic number field. Let k 1~ 
a field, k[x] the ring of polvnomials over k, K a finite separable extension 
of /i(s), and R the integral &sure of /r[s] in K. Such a ring R will be called 
a geometric Dedekind domain; g.D.1). \I’e shall be concerned with the units 
and class group of R. 
‘1%~ field K defined in the preceeding paragraph is an algebraic function 
field. It is no loss of generality to SUp}xJSe k is algebraically closed in K anti 
xc do so. Then /z is the exact constant field of 6. 
The unit group and class group of Ii is intimately related to the notion of 
S-unit group and S-class group in IC. I,et S [PI , P, ,.._, P,sj be a finite set 
of primes of K. ‘L’he S-unit group is d&led b!- 
I:‘(S) {,Y E h-i cd,, \ 0 for all I’ f s; 
lotice that k” C I<(S) and /r ? a(lbj, \I here d is the cmpt)- set. It turns oltt 
that E(S)/k;* is a finitely- generated free group. \17c will prove a number of 
results about the rank of this group. 
‘rhc S-class group is defined as follows. Let Ps be the subgroup of the 
diGor group, 9, generated by all the primes I-‘t< S. Given N t K* define 
the principal S-divisor (a),y by the formula 
‘~‘hc w of principal S-divisors form a subgroup -P,s of qs and the quotient 
grovel> ‘/,( ‘~4, is called the S-class group. 
In Section 1 we will investigate the S-unit group, the S-class group, ..md 
tlrc. col;nection between them. ‘I’hc results will depend on a fact about 
:1l,~lian \;arieties. This result, about the behavior of the rank of the grlJLlp 
of r;ltional points under constant field extension, is of independent intcrcst 
alrd \\ ii1 be found in the appcndis. The appendix also includes sorne results 
on the cli\isor classes of degree zero and the relation between such groups :and 
rational points on Jacobian varieties. In Section 2 \VC use the Iiiemann-Koch 
thcorcm to prove a simple proposition which elucidates the connection 
hc.t\\ ~cn the mater-ial in Section I and geometric Dedekind domains. 
SECTION 1 
\\.c will need a few more definitions. 9 is the group of divisors, .‘Y the 
group of principal divisors, P(S) the subgroup of Y generated by the primes 
*In ,S, 9(S) =- .d n Q(S). A superscript of zero will denote divisors of degree 
zero. Finally, let d be the smallest positive degree of a divisor in 9’(S), and i 
the smallest positive degree of a divisor in .9. 
P~of’. The rnap from R(&S) to ,9(S) ‘. g 19 iven hv taking an S-unit to its 
divisor. It is onto almost b!- definition. An element is in the kernel iff its 
di\ isor is the trivial divisor. ‘Thus, the kernel is precisely k”. This proves (a). 
‘1’0 prove (b) u-e first map 9 to V,(. by taking a divisor2 n(Z’)P toxPgS a(t’)P. 
‘1’11~ image of 9 under this rnapping is .f, , and so WC have an induced map 
from 9” .f to 9,s ‘.4,. ‘i’he kernel is easily seen to he ‘(I(S)“&-d * ,CX(S)“,4(.\‘). 
‘1’0 find the cokernel notice first that 5’/s 2 Q/.?(S) in a natural way. 3101-e- 
O\CT, the map from 9 to %,s coincides under this identification with the 
natur:il projection map from Y to P/U(S). Cising these remarks we find the 
qokerncl is isomorphic to (Ir/P”~(S), which is isomorphic to .~~%‘“~~o~(S)~/~“. 
I.sing the degree map we see that I/V0 is isomorphic to the ideal (i) t % alnd 
I/“(>( ,S) p T 9(S’)~.~(S’)” * (d) C 2. Thus, the cokernel is cyclic of 
orcier tl i. 1 
lienlark. This calculation is essentially contained in Section 10 of [‘,I. 
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If the constant field k is finite then it is known that B(S)!k* is free on 
S ~-~ 1 generators where S ~ is the number of elements in S; see [I]. 
This is the function field analog of the S-unit theorem in number fields which 
is a generalization of the Dirichlet unit theorem. Q’e sav that the S-unit 
theorem holds for K/k if E(S)/k* is free on S 1 ge&ators for all finite 
sets of primes S. 
PROPOSITION 2. l’ke S-unit tkeovem holds for K/k i# L/o,‘3 is a torsion 
g70ldp. 
Proof. Notice first that Y(S)” is free on S ~ - 1 generators, and that 
B(S)!k* = Y(S) by Proposition 1. Since Y(S) C 9(S)” it must be free c,n 
’ S ~ ~-- 1 generators with equality iff 9(S)0(.Y(S) is torsion. 
Now if 9ojd is torsion so is 9(S)“/.!!(S) f or all S by Proposition 1. ‘I’llus, 
the S-unit theorem holds. 
On the other hand, suppose the S-unit theorem holds. ‘Then if I) G 9” 
we have D E Q(S)n for a large enough set S and the class of 11 in 9’9 is in 
the image of 3(S)O/.9(S). Consequently, the class of D is of finite order. and 
so 9O/.‘Y is torsion . I 
If k is finite then C@‘.Y is finite. This is an easy consequence of the 
Riemann-Roth theorem; see [4]. Thus, Proposition 2 is a proof of the S-unit 
theorem for function fields over finite fields. If k is algebraic over a finite field 
then C&O/Y is torsion. This is not to hard to prove using the result that W.9 
is finite when k is finite. Thus, the S-unit theorem continues to hold for such 
constant fields. JVe can prove something of a converse. 
1‘HEOREM 1. Suppose k is perfect and that the genus of k7/k is positive. Therr 
the following are equivalent: (i) The S-unit theorem holds for Krlk and continues 
to hold for alljnite constant field extensions Kl!l. 
(ii) k is algebraic over a finite field. 
Proof. Re have already seen that (ii) implies (i). 
Before proving (i) implies (ii) we remark that if the genus of K/k is zero 
the S-unit theorem holds for any constant field. In fact, every divisor of 
degree zero is principal. Also it is possible to provide examples over an 
algebraic number field k, where the S-unit holds for K/k. If we set k em Q 
and K = Q(X, Y) with I” = X3 + 1 then we can show the class group of 
K/Q is finite. In this example the genus is one. Thus, to prove something 
like (i) implies (ii), the condition that the S-unit theorem continues to hold 
in finite constant field extensions is necessary. Finally, if the theorem is 
properly reformulated it may be possible to remove the condition that lz be 
perfect. However, we must be careful for when k is not perfect there are 
examples of function fields K//z of positive genus whose genus drops to zero 
after a finite constant field extension. 
To return to the proof, it is no loss of generality to suppose K;‘k has a 
prime of degree I. LTnder these circumstances there is an Abelian variet!, ,[ 
of dimension equal to the genus, defined over R, such that V”/,Y is isomorphic 
to /,, , the group of /i rational points on J. RIoreover, if Zl’k is finite then the 
class group of k-l// is isomorphic to JI For the proof of all this see Theorem C’ 
of the appendix. 
It is a theorem that if Q is algebraicallv closed and ,-I is an Abelian varietb 
defined over .Q then II, has points of infinite order except when Q is thi 
algebraic closure of a finite field. See the C’orollary to Theorem A of the 
appendix. 
The theorem follows easil!, from these remarks. 1 
Kemnrk. By the general theory of algebraic curves, there is a complete 
nonsingular curve C defined over k such that K is the field of k-rational 
functions on (1. The Abelian variety / mentioned in the proof of the theorem 
is the Jacobian variety of C; see [6]. 
It is interesting to ask under what circumstances E(S) + k*. The following 
result may be thought of as a weak multiplicative analog of the Riemann-Roth 
thcorrm. 
PRO~J~~ITIOK 3. Suppose k is jinitelv ,generatetl over its prime jield. Then 
there is an intesles n 2 0 such that 
rank E(S)/k” 7 S 1 - 1 - II .for all S. 
I?/ pnrtirular, if S i 2 II .- I there must exist nonconstant functions f E K 
such thnt all the zeros and poles off lie in S. 
I’Iw$. By part (i) of Theorem C of the appendix there is a finite extension 
k’ of k and an Abelian variety J defined over k’ such that the class group of 
K/i’ is isomorphic to a subgroup of /,;t . The latter group is finitely generated 
by the extended >lordell-IVeil theorem; see [7]. The natural map from the 
class ,group of K to that of Kk’ has a kernel which is at most a torsion group 
(see ‘I’heorem B of the appendix). Thus, the class group of K, .90/Y, has 
finite % rank. Let n be the maximal number of elements of PO:‘:9 independent 
over %. Then the rank of ~(S’)“/~P(S) is :‘: n and so rank.Y(S) ‘.:: ~ S ~ ~~ I n. 
Sirtce Y(S) - R(S)/k* the result follows. 1 
H!. contrast we shall see that if k is aIgebraicaHy closed but not the algebraic 
closure of a finite field and the genus of K is positive, then there exi:jts 
arbitrarily large sets S such that E(S) 7 k”. Ll’e first prove a ver). genera1 
but somewhat clumsy result about the rank of R(S)ik*. 
PKoPOSITION 4. LA s ;I’,,. I’, !..., f’,). Let I) E P(S) hr u c/kiwi of 
snralle.~t posit& @ree d. Ikfiiw 0, I’, (deg P,,d)D. IA r be the I.Nllk of 
the subgroup of PO,‘.9 grnernted by the classes of the 0, Therl 
iallk E(S)//Z’+ .S I -r’. 
P~oqf: Dy reasoning given prcviouslv it is enough to set that 11~~ (I! 
generate 9(S’)“. It is clear that each Qj i 9(,S)“. Suppose B E p(S)[‘. ‘J’JI~I~ 
H x:f-, ap, and 0 x; ,) 0, deg I’, . Thus, 0 x;~ ,, c/,(&g P,/tf)l). dl7Cl 
subtracting from H we obtain 11 Ci ,~ (~~0, 1 
C’OHOILARY. B(S) k ’ ifi- the clu,sses of’ the Oi generate n sub,,arnrrp (!I 
//“:.Y Of rmk ~ s I. 
I’RoPOSITIoN 5. Suppose k is algchraical<~~ closed But not ulgehrnic owr 
0 jiliite jieltl. Suppow furilrf~r that thr genus of K is positiw. Then tlrerta rvist 
arbitrarily large sets S such that E(S) I<*. 
Proof. Since k is algebraically closed all the primes of K have deyec I, 
If S ~~ [I’,, , P, ,..., P,) then 0, 0, C& -= PI P,, ,.._, 0, : f’, I),,; 
see the previous proposition for the notation. Thus, by the foregoing corol- 
lary, E(S) h” iff the classes of Q1 , 0, ,..., 0, arc independent in 9” -9. 
I-sing Theorem C and the corollary- to Theorem 9 of the appendi\, the 
% rank of ‘/‘“!.4 is infinite. I,et P,, he a fixed prime. It follows from the 
Iiiemann~Koch theorem that 99 is generated by the classes of divisors c~f 
the form 1’ - F’,, . ‘Thus, given a t 0 there exist primes I’, , P2 ,..., I’, 
SUCll that the classes of f’l I’,, ,..., I’, F’,) are linearlv independent in 
9” Y. Setting S :P,, . P, ,,... P,J it follous that E(S) A*. 1 
Remark. If we take k @, the cornpIe\ numhcrs, \\c‘ can prow ‘i”,.~ 
has infinite Z rank as follows. By the Abel--Jacobi theorem 9”f.Y is isomot-phic 
to a complex torus of dimension g, the genus of K. The torsion subgroup is 
denumerable. In fact it is isomorphic to Q!Z cl, ..’ ,‘F; Q’Z, 2g times. Thus, 
the quotient of Go/.4 by its torsion subgroup is uniquely divisible a11d 
uncountable. It is, thcreforc, an infinite dimensional vector space OTW 0. 
‘Thus, P/:f has infinite (even uncountable) Z rank. 
\Ye now take up the subject of the S-class group. In particular, \v\‘c cclnsider 
the question of what Abelian groups cm occur as S-class groups. This is 21 
large question. We can expect the answer to depend on the genus and e\-en 
more strongl\r on the nature of the constant field. \Ve will consider fields of 
genus I over algebraic number fields. 
THEOREM 2. I,et lz be an ulgehraic number$eld and AT/k a.function field wer k 
of genus 1. Let d he a giwn jinitely generated .-I he&an group. ‘Then there is a jinite 
extension l/k and a set of prime 5’ Of 171~1 such that the S-class group is isomorphic 
to r’l. 
PvooJ. Since .-i is finitely generated it can he realized as a homomorphic 
image of an!- finitely generated Abelian group of sufficiently large rank. 
(‘hoose I/k such that the rank of the class group (which is finitely generatcd 
1~~ ;\Iordell~\\~cil) is large enough to satisfy the foregoing condition and 
such that K/:/ has primw of degree I. ‘This is possible by Theorems ~1 and (‘ 
of the appendi\;. \\.c can now assume K//c already satisfies these conditions. 
I,et Z’,, be a prime of K of degree I. Since the genus of K is 1 it folio\\ s 
from the Kiemann+lioch theorem that there is a one-to-one onto mappiy 
from the primes of degree I to .‘/O;‘.Y given by P + 1’ ~~ P,, , where the 1x11- 
denotes the divisor class represented by I’ PO . 
Let .2 C Q?.b be such that the quotient group is isomorphic to _ 1, and __‘- 
sllppose P, ~~ I-‘,, , I’, - P,, ,...( P, - PC, generates 2. C’onsider the set 
s (I’,, , PI ,.,,, I’,). ITsing the exact sequence (b) of Proposition I w SW 
(0) -of 9(S)“:.Y(S) -F ‘/“,.P -f 9,y:.4,y -* (0) is exact. \\‘e lvvill have CL., -P/i.s 
isomorphic to .A if \ve can show that the image of -c((S)O in ‘/“‘;.d is c.\;actl:~- .;I). 
But this is eas!. since by the proof of Proposition 4 ~vc see P(S)” is gencl-,ltcd 
hy P1 ~- P,, ). .., I’, ~~- P,, 1 
Rmurk. It is much more diflicult to determine what happens if constant 
field extensions are not allowed. If k is fixed and K/k ranges over the elliptic 
function fields over k then it is an open question if the rank of .P”/oi.Y can bc 
arbitrarily large (k-/R is called elliptic if the genus is 1 and there is a prime 
of degree-l). SeePart IIT of [3] for a discussion. 
It would be interesting to see what happens for fields of genus grcatrr 
than I. ‘I’ht: foregoing method breaks down because the divisor classes 
cannot be represented as nicely as in the elliptic case. 
As before I; k wilt denote a function field in one variable over a conslant 
field Ii. 
-1 divisor I1 -: xP n(P)I’ is called a positive divisor if a(P) 2; 0 for all I’. 
Ever\- divisor can be written uniqueI!- as the difference of two posi?i\c 
divisors. Let s t K, s $ k, and write (x) -= D,, - D, , where D,, and I), arc 
positive. Q7 is called the polar divisor of .x. 
PROPOSITIOX 6. Let S be the set of primes which occur in the polar dizisov 
ofr. Then the intepal closuve of k[x] in k’ is equal to 
n CP, 
P$S 
zvheve Cp is the valuation ring of K corresponding to the prime P. 
Proof. Bv general theory, the integral closure of k[s] in K is the inter- 
section of all the valuation rings of K which contain 12 and X. The valuation 
rings of K which contain 12 are h\- definition in one-to-one correspondence 
with the primes of K so the result follows fl-om the definition of polar 
divisor. g 
\\-e wish to establish a converse to Proposition 6, and to this end we need 
a Icrrma which establishes a condition under which a positive divisor occurs 
as a polar divisor. 
First. some notation. Let I) )3,, a(l’)t’ be a divisor and 1,(/j) the k vector 
spact‘ of all .ft k’ such that (f) -. T1 is positive. It is known that f,(D) is 
finite dimensional. Let 1(D) be its dimension. Final]!-, let 9 be the genus of K. 
I)!- the Riemann-Roth theorem 1(D) deg 11 ,y t 1 with equalit! 
holding, whenever deg I1 .SI 2g --- 2. 
IxmI.4. Let I’, , Pz ,..., I’, he primes of K. Id 1) 2: 1 a,[‘, with all 
a, ’ 0. Then there exists an integer N such that ;f deg I1 ., :Y then D is the 
polar d&or of some x E K. If k is infinite -V can he taken to he 2~ i. m - 2 
zclwse m =m- max, deg P, . 
Proof. Assume first that k is infinite and deg I) XT 2g A- 111 ~- 2. Then 
deg(D ~~ P,) deg D - deg Pi ‘:- 2~7 - 2. Thus, I(I) - P,) 
deg I) deg Pi - g 4 I < l(D). I,(I) - PI),..., I,(Z) P,) are proper sub- 
spaces ofL(D). Since k is infinite there is an s EL(D) such that .X $ L(I) - P,) 
for all i. Re then check from the definitions that I’, . I’, ,..,, P, are the onI\. 
p~lcs of s and ord,% .I’ OCR, 
Now suppose k is a finite field with q elements. ‘l’he previous proof breaks 
do\vn since it is possible that L(D) &L(I) I’,). IIowe\-er, L(D) has 
(/ ‘~1’1 elements and the union of the subspaces has at most tc/‘“” L elements. 
‘l’hus. f,(D) properly contains ui .1 L(I) P,) as soon as /(I)) is large enough. 
and this can he achieved by making dcg 1) large enough. 1 
I’HOPOSITION 7. Let A7 {.I’, ,..., 1’11 be a $nile uo1wmpt~~~ set of brirnc:. 
r!f IV. Then &e,p ,, C’ is the intqd closure (f k[x] in K,fw .SOWC Y t K. 
f’smf. Let I1 : x:= 1 c/J’, with each a, . 0 and chose the a, so large 
that deg I) satisfies the condition of the lemma. Then 1) is the polar divisor of 
st)nic .Y E K. The result now follo\vs from Proposition 6. 1 
From Propositions 6 and 7 we SW that the geometric 1)cdekind domninr 
in K ccjincide with subrings of the form R, :~- nPl y C, It is immediate that 
the units of R, coincide with the S-units E(S) w .h’ t LC i \ve discussed in Section 1. 
JIoreover, the prime ideals of R,, arc in one-to-one correspondence with the 
pritnes of K outside S. This is an easy consequence of the strong approxima- 
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tion theorem. It follows that the class group of R, is isomorphic to the S-class 
group pi,;‘Tp, of the last section. Thus all the results we have about S-class 
groups and S-units apply to g.D.D.‘s. In particular, by Theorem 2 we see 
that any finitely generated Abelian group can be realized as the ideal class 
group of a g.D.D. contained in an elliptic function field over an algebraic 
number field. (Ilaborn (see [2]) h as shown that any Abelian group can he 
realized as the class group of a Dedekind domain. However, in the case of 
finitely generated Abelian groups, our construction is a good deal more 
“natural” than his. 
APPEP~DIS 
Let k be a field which is finitely generated over its prime field, and let .-1 
be an Abelian variety defined over k. We shall suppose that k is not finite. It is 
then easy to see that k is either an algebraic number field or can be realized 
as an algebraic function field in one variable. In both cases k is a prodirct- 
formula field in the sense of Artin-Whaples [I]. 
By the extended &lordell-Weil theorem A, is finitely generated, and so 
is A, for any finite extension 1 of k. Let pI denote the 2 rank of A, . 
THEOREM A. As 1 varies over the finite extensions of k the numbers pr tend 
to injinit-y, 
Proof. \Ye shall use the notation of Lang-Tate [S]. 
Let k be the algebraic closure of k. Then 4, is divisible, and modulo its 
torsion subgroup uniquely divisible. This quotient group, therefore, has 
the structure of a vector space over Q, the rational numbers. If the theorem 
were false this vector space would be finite dimensional. Suppose this, is 
the case and let a, , a. L ,...,a, E -!lE represent a basis. It is no loss of generality 
to assume a,, a2 ,..., a, E ‘4,. . Now if a E d, then some multiple of a is 
equivalent to a 2 linear combination of the ai modulo torsion. It follows that 
there is an integer n such that na E A, . To summarize, for each a E A, thlzre 
is an integer n such that na E J, . This condition will lead to a contradiction. 
Let P he a prime of k at which A has good reduction, and let p be t-he 
characteristic of the residue class field of P. We may assume that the points 
of order p on A are rational over k. We now make two observations. 
(i) If h E &‘I, and nz E 2 is not divisible byp then k(m-%5)/k is unramified 
at P. This follows from Proposition 9 of [SJ. 
(ii) Let l/k be a finite extension and suppose b E -4, . Then Z(p %)/Z 
has degree a power of p. To see this notice first of all that Z(p-16)/Z is a normal 
field extension and the Galois group of the separable part maps injectively 
1:01- the types of fields wc arc considering it is easy to tind an \ C /z such 
that k(x) is tamely ramified at all primes lying alwve I’. 1,et CE t .-Ix have It 
as its tirst coordinate (this is possible since k is algehraicall! closed). Then 
110 A z .-I,, for some integer n. C’onsequently, /i(t) /i(o) ‘-~ k(n ‘h). ‘l’his 
1 iclds 2 contradiction since it implies the ramification indices of those primes 
in k( 1) over P are powers ofp. 1 
Renlark. The proof just given was communicated to the author anon!- 
mousl\-. The original proof was much more complicated. 
P~oc$ I-nder the hypotheses nc can find a subfield k of SZ which is 
finitel>- generated over the prime field, not finite, and over which -1 is defined. 
The theorem shows that the Z rank of -I, is infinite. Since --IF C ‘A,, the 
conclusion follows. 
In the remaining part of this appendix we gather together some facts ahout 
thy behavior of class groups under constant field extensions and the relation 
Iwtueen class groups and the theor!. of the Jacobian variet!-. These results 
arc “~41 known” but not con\-eniently available. 
K k will denote a function field in one variable such that f< is separahl! 
,q:encrated over /S and k is algebraically closed in K. i.e., h’ /z is a regular- 
cwcnsi,xl. These conditions assure that if K/z’,‘/’ is ‘1 constant licld extension 
then k’ is the exact field of constants of Kk’. 
11~ ttic class group of K \ve mc’an the group of di\ isclrs of Jegrcc x1-0 
n~~dulo principal divisors. Let us call this group (‘(A-). If I, K is ;I finite field 
c’xtcnsion there is a natural map from C.‘(K) to (‘(I,). 
uhicll hccomes prillcipal in k’K, i.e., 1)” = (a) whew 111 is the extension of D 
and 1 t k’h-. Let o t G(k’:lr). ‘I’hen (CY) ~: (2”) SO that ,Y” qJ \t~"lcw 
u,. tm ,“. ;o,,. o E G(k’,‘k)l is a I -coc\xle which coefficients in the multiplication 
grc,tll> of k’. By Hilbert’s Thcorrnl 90 there is a h t k’ SIIC~ that a,, ~~ Fh”. 
‘I’hc11 h L is in\-kant under G(k’,‘k) and so hu E K. ‘I’hus, /P (hu). It f0lloWs 
that I) is already- principal in K. ‘l’hus, C(K) maps injectivel!. to C(k’h-). 
.I‘,, do the general cast \vc’ see b\ the first part of the l)roof that \ve call 
~SSIIIXIC’ k li is purel!~ inseparal~lc. ‘l’hen [A’ : k] y p”’ and .Y” t I< for all 
,I F: k’h-. if I)<’ (x) as hefore then (y/y” (a”), ivhich shons that (//‘I is 
principl in K, i.e., the class of 11 has order a po\\er ofp. 1 
ho\\, let r he an irreducible, complete, nonsingular curve defined over k 
and suppose K k is its function field over k. ‘I’here is a one-to-one corre- 
spondrnce hctween the primes of A (i.e., the valuation rings of K which 
UJlmin k) and the prime rational zero cycles on I’ over k. This extends :to a 
degree preserving isomorphism between the divisors of K and the group of 
zero c!-cles on I‘ rational over k. \Ye will make the identification in the 
folio\\-ing considerations. 
'I'IEOREIII C‘. I/et K/k be n regular extension of transcendence degree 1. 7%en 
(i) Tkerr is a3nite extension k’//z and an -4 heliall variety J dejined oaer k’ 
SUCII t/rut C(M) is isomorphic to N .u&roup of Jr .for all $‘nite extensions l/k’. 
(ii) If k is apecfect.field, awl h*jk Izas a pvime of degee I then irl Part (i) 
201 run trike k’ k, and, moreorev. C(KY) is i~vonzorpl/ic to J, j& all finite 
exten.~ioru l/Ii. 
l’wqf (Sketch). I,et k he the algebraic closure of k. Then there is an 
irrcducihle, complete, nonsingular curve 1’ defined over /I such that h7: is 
the function field (Jf r owr k. Let / be the Jacobian variety of r and h the 
canmicd map of Y to J; see [6]. Let ,4, and Per he the principal divisors and 
divisclrs of K/z. ‘I’hen A extends to a map from Pi to 1, which gives rise to an 
c u;rct scquencc 
(0) + 2, + 9,” + Ji --> (0). (‘) 
For a proof see [6] and [IO]. 
No\1 UY can find a finite extension R’ of k such that r, ./, and h are dcfincd 
OVtll’ f<‘. and, moreover, h7’ is the function field of 1’ over k’. The exact 
:.~IICIICC (“) can he used to derive an exact sequence 
(0) -+ FL n 9[0 - P[n --f J, , (’ “1 
for an!- finite extension /:k. B!. C’orollary 2, Theorem 5, C’hapter \-I of [5] 
,vc set .YK n .‘/,O .f, . Thus, c’(M) - PlnWr injects into JI 
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‘1’0 do the second part one shows that if k is perfect r can be defined over h. 
AIorcover, if K/k has a prime of degree I then r has a rational point over k 
and it follows that h and 1 can be defined over k, see [6]. Thus, it remains 
to prove the map 9,” --f Ji is onto for all I/k finite. It is enough to do it for 
I k. From the exact sequence (*) we derive 2,:’ + Ji m+ N’(G,, , .U,) is 
exact, where G,; is the Galois group of k/k. From the exact sequence 
(0) --, k* + ($3)” --+ .Y[ + (0) WC find (using Hilbert’s theorem 90 again) 
(0) -+ II’(G,, ,.4,) - W(G,, , k”) -+ M’(G,, , (kK)+) 
is exact. The last two terms can be identified with the Hrauer groups of k 
and K, respectively, 13(k) and B(K). If me can show that the natural map from 
R(k) to B(K) is an injection we will be done. Let P be a prime of K of degree 1 
and consider the completion Kp of K at E’. Bv a theorem of FVitt, the Brauer 
group of the residue class field of P maps injectively into 13(KP). The residue 
class field of P is k since I’ has degree I. Thus B(k) - f N(K,) is injective. 
However, this map factors through R(K). Thus, B(k) + B(K) is injective, 
and we are done. 1 
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